
An interpretation of:
Norwegian National Opera House, Snøhetta, OSLO (Norway), 2008
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2022
2022

5,5 mmH 4,5 mm

6 mm

5,5 mm

8 mm

H 4,5 mm

6 mm

PKLQBC 045 4,5 10,08 27,22

PKLQAA O45 4,5 6,52 17,60 PKLQBO 045 4,5 10,08 27,22

PKLJBC 045 4,5 9,84 26,57

PKLJBO 045 4,5 9,84 26,57

PKLJAA 045 4,5 6,31 17,04

Prices are referred to whole packs, 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs, 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.
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= Production on demand with minimum quantity of 100 pcs. Production delay 4/5 weeks. Price to be agreed

AA - Anodized silver alum. BC - Polished chrome alum. BO - Polished gold alum.

COLOURS

PROKERLAM SQUARE is a square corner bead profile in anodized and polished aluminium suitable to protect the 
external corners of coverings with low thickness. It can be used like connection profile between step tread and 
riser of stairs coated with ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. Its particular section and the availability in three 
different finishes make PROKERLAM SQUARE a much sought-after profile that allows a workmanlike application 
even with low thickness coverings. 

PROKERLAM 
SQUARE
ANODIZED SILVER, POLISHED CHROME AND 
GOLD ALUMINIUM

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed 
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

1. Choose “PROKERLAM SQUARE” according to the desired finish. 
2. Cut “PROKERLAM SQUARE” to the desired length and apply the 
adhesive on the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the 
anchoring flange of “PROKERLAM SQUARE” into the adhesive. 4. Lay 
the tiles, aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order to 
avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of grout 
from the surface of the profile.

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

PROKERLAM JOLLY is a quarter-circle rounded bead profile in anodized and polished aluminium suitable to 
protect the external corners of coverings with low thickness. It can be used like connection profile between step 
tread and riser of stairs coated with ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. Its particular section and the availa-
bility in three different finishes make PROKERLAM JOLLY a much sought-after profile that allows a workmanlike 
application even with low thickness coverings.  

PROKERLAM 
JOLLY
ANODIZED AND POLISHED ALUMINIUM
SILVER, CHROME AND GOLD

1. Choose “PROKERLAM Jolly” according to the desired finish. 
2. Cut “PROKERLAM Jolly” to the desired length and apply the 
adhesive on the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the 
anchoring flange of “PROKERLAM Jolly” into the adhesive. 4. Lay the 
tiles, aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order to 
avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of grout 
from the surface of the profile.

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver alum. BC - Polished chrome alum. BO - Polished gold alum.

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

POLISHED CHROME ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

POLISHED GOLD ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

EXAMPLE FOR LAYING

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

PKLQ... 045
scale 1:1 

POLISHED GOLD ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

POLISHED CHROME ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

PKLJ... 045
scale 1:1 
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PKLLAC... 06

PKLLAC... 045

PKLL... 045

PKLL... 0620
22

20
22

H 4,5 mm

H 6 mm

2 mm

H 4,5 mm

2 mm

H 6 mm

= News 2021

PKLLAC 045 4,5 7,97 21,52
PKLLAC 06 6 8,21 22,17

PKLLACS 045 4,5 9,90 26,73
PKLLACS 06 6 10,26 27,70

PKLLA 045-01 4,5 6,21 16,77
PKLLA 045-11 4,5 6,21 16,77
PKLLA 06-01 6 6,57 17,74
PKLLA 06-11 6 6,57 17,74

PKLLA 045-SL... 4,5 8,24 22,25
PKLLA 06-SL... 6 8,73 23,57

PKLLAA 045 4,5 5,13 13,85
PKLLAA 06 6 5,44 14,69

Prices are referred to whole packs, 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs, 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.
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PROKERLAM LINE is a profile in polished and brushed stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301-V2A  suitable to protect 
the external corners of coverings in low thickness. It can be used like connection profile between step tread and 
riser of stairs coated with ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. Its particular section and the availability in three 
different heights and finishes and special pieces such as internal and external corners, end caps and joints make 
PROKERLAM LINE a much sought-after profile that allows a workmanlike application even with low thickness 
coverings.  

PROKERLAM 
LINE

POLISHED AND BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL AISI 
304/1.4301-V2A 

1. Choose “PROKERLAM LINE” according to the desired finish. 2. Cut 
“PROKERLAM LINE to the desired length and apply the adhesive on 
the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the anchoring 
flange of “PROKERLAM LINE” into the adhesive. 4. Lay the tiles, 
aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order 
to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of 
grout from the surface of the profile.

POLISHED STAINLESS ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film 
Bar lenght 2,7 lm  - Pack 40 PCS - 108 lm 

COLOURS

AC - Polished stainless steel AISI 
304/1.4301-V2A

ACS - Brushed stainless steel AISI 
304/1.4301-V2A

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

BRUSHED STAINLESS ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film 
Bar lenght 2,7 lm  - Pack 40 PCS - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pcs Article H mm €/lm €/Pcs

scale 1:1 

scale 1:1 

ANODISED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed 
Bar lenght 2,7 lm  - Pack 40 PCS - 108 lm

VARNISHED ALUMINIUM (White-Black) thermo packed 
Bar lenght 2,7 lm  - Pack 40 PCS - 108 lm

Article H mm €/lm €/Pcs

STONE LINE ALUMINIUM thermo packed 
Bar lenght 2,7 lm  - Pack 40 PCS - 108 lm

Article H mm €/lm €/PcsArticle H mm €/lm €/Pcs

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose “PROKERLAM LINE” according to the desired finish. 
2. Cut “PROKERLAM LINE to the desired length and apply the 
adhesive on the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the 
anchoring flange of “PROKERLAM LINE” into the adhesive. 4. Lay the 
tiles, aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order 
to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of 
grout from the surface of the profile.

V A R N I S H E D

01  - White Varnished Alu. 11  - Black Varnished Alu.

COLOURS
A N O D I Z E D

AA - Anodized Silver Alu.

S T O N E  L I N E

SL02 - Stone cream SL03 - Stone greyvory SL04 - Stone sand

SL05 - Stone grey SL08 - Stone antradark

The code of the selected colour must be added to the article code. 
E.g.: PKLLA 06-... (chosen colour stone cream) PKLLA 06-SL02.

PROKERLAM 
LINE

ANODIZED, VARNISHED AND STONE LINE 
ALUMINIUM

PROKERLAM LINE is a Y-shaped profile in anodized and polished aluminium suitable to protect the external 
corners of coverings in low thickness. It can be used like connection profile between step tread and riser of stairs 
coated with ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. Its particular section and the availability in three different 
heights and finishes and special pieces such as internal and external corners, end caps and joints make PROKER-
LAM LINE a much sought-after profile that allows a workmanlike application even with low thickness coverings.  

scale 1:1 

scale 1:1 
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PSHD... 045

PSHR... 045

10 mm

20
22

20
22

H 4,5 mm

5,5 mm

10 mm

12,6 mm

32 mm

H 4,5 mm

R 7

5,5 mm

12,6 mm

32 mm

10 mm

PSHDBC 045 4,5 10,08 73,49

PSHDBO 045 4,5 10,08 73,49
PSHDAA 045 4,5 7,92 21,38

PSHRBC 045 4,5 10,08 27,22
PSHRBO 045 4,5 10,08 27,22

PSHRAA 045 4,5 7,92 21,38

Prices are referred to whole packs, 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs, 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.
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= Production on demand with minimum quantity of 100 pcs. Production delay 4/5 weeks. Price to be agreed

PROSHELL D ALL
ANODIZED SILVER, POLISHED CHROME AND 

GOLD ALUMINIUM

PROSHELL R ALL
ANODIZED SILVER, POLISHED CHROME AND 

GOLD ALUMINIUM

PROSHELL D ALL is a profile in anodized and polished aluminum with a visible 45° sloping surface. The profile 
allows to connect the floor and wall coverings in ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. It is particularly suitable 
to ensure cleanliness and hygiene in every kind of environment where good resistance to mechanical and 
chemical stresses are required. Its particular section and availability in three different finishes, make PROSHELL 
D ALL a much sought after profile.

PROSHELL R ALL is a cove-shaped profile in anodized and polished aluminum. The profile allows to connect the 
floor and wall coverings in ceramic and mosaic with low thickness. It is particularly suitable to ensure cleanliness 
and hygiene in every kind of environment where good resistance to mechanical and chemical stresses are required. 
Its particular section and availability in three different finishes, make PROSHELL R ALL a much sought after profile.

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

1. Choose “PROSHELL D ALL” according to the desired finish. 
2. Cut “PROSHELL D ALL” to the desired length and apply the 
adhesive on the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the 
anchoring flange of “PROSHELL D ALL” into the adhesive. 4. Lay the 
tiles, aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order 
to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of 
grout from the surface of the profile.

1. Choose “PROSHELL R ALL” according to the desired finish. 2. Cut 
“PROSHELL R ALL” to the desired length and apply the adhesive on 
the support where the profile will be laid. 3. Press the anchoring 
flange of “PROSHELL R ALL” into the adhesive. 4. Lay the tiles, 
aligning them with the profile leaving a 2 mm joint. Remove 
immediately all remains of adhesive from the surface of the profile. 
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the tiles with grout, in order 
to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the remains of 
grout from the surface of the profile.

PSHD... 045
scale 1:1 

PSHR... 045
scale 1:1 

POLISHED CHROME/GOLD ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

POLISHED CHROME/GOLD ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver alum. BC - Polished chrome alum. BO - Polished gold alum.

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver alum. BC - Polished chrome alum. BO - Polished gold alum.
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2022
2022

10 mm

13,14  mm

4,2 mm

6 mm

14,2 mm

15 mm

PIKLOL 045 4,5 13,85 37,40

PIKLOC 045 4,5 21,65 58,45

PIKLAC 15 15 12,62 34,07 PIKLACSB 15 15 17,27 46,63

PIKLBC 045 4,5 8,03 21,68

PIKLBO 045 4,5 8,03 21,68

PIKLACS 15 15 15,94 43,04 PIKLACML 15 15 16,54 44,66

PIKLAA 045 4,5 5,63 15,20
TPIKL .../... 3,12 15,55

TPIKL .../... 3,12 15,55

Prices are referred to whole packs, 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs, 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.
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= Production on demand with minimum quantity of 100 pcs. Production delay 4/5 weeks. Price to be agreed

SUITABLE FOR USE IN CONTACT WITH FOODSTUFFS

PROINTER KL 
ALL
POLISHED AND CHROMED BRASS AND 
ANODIZED AND POLISHED ALUMINIUM 

PROSHELL KL ALL is a cove-shaped profile in polished and chromed brass and anodized and polished aluminium. 
The profile allows to connect the floor and wall coverings in ceramic and mosaic also with low thickness. It is 
particularly suitable to ensure cleanliness and hygiene in every kind of environment where good resistance to 
mechanical and chemical stresses are required. Its particular section and availability in five different finishes, 
make PROSHELL KL ALL a much sought after profile.

PIKL... 045
scale 1:1 

POLISHED CHROME ALUMINIUM / GOLD thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

1. Choose “PROINTER KL ALL” according to the desired finish. 2. Cut 
“PROINTER KL ALL” to the desired length.  3. Apply the silicone along 
the floor-wall connection. 4. Press the arrowhead of “PROINTER KL 
ALL” into the silicone evenly untili t is completely adherent to the 
floor and wall. 

1. Choose “PROINTER KL ACC” according to the desired finish. 2. 
Cut “PROINTER KL ACC” to the desired length.  3. Apply the silicone 
along the floor-wall connection. 4. Press the arrowhead of “PROIN-
TER KL ACC” into the silicone evenly untili t is completely adherent 
to the floor and wall. 

POLISHED / CHROMED BRASS thermo packed
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm 

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

Article €/Pack. 2 Pcs €/Pack. 10 Pcs

Article €/Pack. 2 Pcs €/Pack. 10 Pcs

PROINTER KL
ACC
STAINLESS STEEL AISI 304/1.4301-V2A 

PROINTER KL ACC is a cove-shaped profile in stainless steel AISI 304/1.4301-V2A. The profile allows to connect 
the floor and wall coverings in ceramic and mosaic also with low thickness. It is particularly suitable to ensure 
cleanliness and hygiene in every kind of environment where good resistance to mechanical and chemical stresses 
are required. Its particular section makes PROSHELL KL ALL a much sought after profile.

PIKL... 15
scale 1:1 

BRUSHED STAINLESS ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film
bar length 2,7 lm - pack.. 40 Pcs - 108 lm - 8/10mm

SUPER POLISHED ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film
bar length 2,7 lm - pack.. 40 Pcs - 108 lm - 8/10mm

POLISHED STAINLESS ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40  Pcs - 108 lm - 8/10mm

SANDED STAINLESS ST. AISI 304/1.4301-V2A with protective film
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40  Pcs - 108 lm - 8/10mm

COLOURS 

AC - Polished stainless steel 
AISI 304/1.4301-V2A

ACS - Brushed stainless steel AISI 
304/1.4301-V2A

CAPS - VARNISHED PLASTIC

CAPS - VARNISHED PLASTIC

COLOURS

OL - Polished brass OC - Chromed brass

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver alum. BC - Polished chrome alum. BO - Polished gold alum.

AVAILABLE MINIMUM QUANTITY 100 PCS

ACSB - Sanded stainless st.
AISI 304/1.4301-V2A

ACML - Super polished stainless 
steel AISI 304/1.4301-V2A

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

End caps of the on demand profiles are also on demand.
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20
22

20
22

18
mm

29 mm

4,5 mm

10
mm

H 4,5 mm

40 mm

20 mm

PSYKLAA 1045 4,5 8,37 22,60

PTRKLAA 2045 4,5 6,97 18,82

TPSYKLAA 1045/1 4,5 3,12

Prices are referred to whole packs, 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs, 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.
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PROSTYLE KL 10

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM 

PROSTAIR KL 20

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM 

PSYKLAA 1045
scale 1:1 

PTRKLAA 2045
scale 1:1 

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM 
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

ANODIZED SILVER ALUMINIUM 
bar length 2,7 lm - pack. 40 Pcs - 108 lm

Article H mm €/lm €/Pc

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

EXAMPLES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

CAPS - pack. 2 Pcs  (1 R and 1 L)
Article H mm €/Pack.

Articles not for sale singly

1. Cut “PROSTYLE KL 10” to the desired length. 2. Lay the tiles on 
the step rise and apply the adhesive on the step tread where the 
profile will be laid. 3. Lay the profile on the step tread aligning it 
with the tiles of the step rise. 4. Apply the adhesive on the step 
tread and lay the tiles, aligning them with the profile. Remove 
immediately all the remains of adhesive from the surface of the 
profile. 5. Grout the joints between the tile and the profile, in 
order to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all the 
remains of grout from the surface of the profile.

1. Cut “PROSTAIR KL 20” to the desired length. 2. Lay the tiles on the 
step rise and apply the adhesive on the step tread where the profile 
will be laid. 3. Fill the cavities on back of the profile with adhesive and 
lay it on the step tread aligning it with the tiles of the step rise. 4. Apply 
the adhesive on the step tread and lay the tiles, aligning them with 
the profile. Remove immediately all the remains of adhesive from 
the surface of the profile. 5. Grout the joints between the tile and the 
profile, in order to avoid water stagnation. Remove immediately all 
the remains of grout from the surface of the profile.

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver aluminium

COLOURS

AA - Anodized silver aluminium

PROSTYLE KL 10  is a step protecting profile, technical and very elegant, used to keep the step made of thin 
ceramic tiles and kerlite/laminam non-skid and non-slip. Product in anodized aluminium with the angle portion 
crimped in order to increase its adhesion. Internal height 4.5 mm. It is compulsory in public buildings to comply 
with accident-prevention regulations.

PROSTAIR KL 20 is a step protecting profile, technical and very elegant, used to keep the step made of thin 
ceramic tiles and kerlite/laminam non-skid and non-slip. Product in anodized aluminium with the upper portion 
crimped in order to increase its adhesion and a lower vertical tab created to cover the riser of the step. It is 
compulsory in public buildings to comply with accident-prevention regulations. Available height H  4.5 mm. 


